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ABSTRACT

With the introduction of relaxed-clock molecular dating methods, the role of fossil calibration has expanded from providing a timescale, to also informing the models for molecular rate variation across the phylogeny. Here I suggest fossil calibration bounds for four mammal clades, Monotremata (platypus and echidnas), Macropodoidea (kangaroos and potoroos), Caviomorpha-Phiomorpha (South American and African hystricognath rodents), and Chiroptera (bats). In each case I consider sources of uncertainty in the fossil record and provide a molecular dating analysis to examine how the suggested calibration priors are further informed by other mammal fossil calibrations and molecular data.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of fossils to calibrate molecular evolutionary timescales has become increasingly complex over the past decade. Single point calibrations have been superseded by multiple sets of calibration bounds, which in turn are often modelled in Bayesian analyses as prior (e.g., uniform, normal, lognormal) distributions between minimum and maximum ages (see Ho and Phillips, 2009). In step with these changes, molecular and palaeontological workers are increasingly working together to frame calibration procedures (Ksepka et al., 2011; Parham et al., 2012) to consider the sources of error attributable to fossil records within the context of modern molecular dating methods.

Many mammalian molecular dating studies continue to rely heavily on identifying the oldest members of clades by searching reference classifications (e.g., McKenna and Bell, 1997) that were not intended as calibration sources and include...
many poorly known taxa. Calibration compilations such as Benton et al. (2009) have begun to overhaul this practice and reflect diverse considerations that need to be applied to justifying calibration bounds. Here I suggest calibration bounds for four widely separated mammalian crown clades that were not considered by Benton et al. (2009): Monotremata (platypus and echidnas), Macropodoidea (kangaroos and potoroos), Caviomorpha-Phiomorpha (African and South American hystricognath rodents), and Chiroptera (bats).

The Australian terrestrial mammal fossil record includes a 30 Ma hiatus from the earliest Eocene through to the latest Oligocene (Black et al., 2012). The earlier fossils, although including crown marsupials, do not clearly fit into modern orders (Beck et al., 2008), while many calibrations derived from the latest Oligocene faunas (e.g., Vombatiformes and Phalangeroidea) are expected to substantially postdate the actual divergence times (Meredith et al., 2009, Black et al., 2012). In contrast, records from the latest Oligocene to Early Miocene include numerous ‘transitional’ macropodoids morphologically close to expectations for the kangaroo-potoroo divergence (Prideaux and Warburton, 2010). Hence, Macropodoidea likely provides one of the most informative calibrations above the family level among Australian marsupials.

Sparse Australian mammal fossil records have also hampered calibration of Monotremata, with minimum age suggestions ranging from 15.92 Ma (Beck et al., 2008) to 121 Ma (Rowe et al., 2008). The platypus (Ornithorhynchidae) morphotype extends at least back to the Paleocene (Monotrematum, Pascual et al., 1992), while fossil echidnas (Tachyglossidae) date to no older than the Middle Miocene. This disparity raises the uncertainty of whether echidnas have a very long ghost lineage or are instead derived from platypus-like ancestors (Musser, 2003). Recent analysis of both morphological and molecular data (Phillips et al., 2009) strongly supports the latter hypothesis, and illuminates the selection of calibration bounds for Monotremata.

The Caviomorpha-Phiomorpha and chiropteran bounds suggested here provide opportunities to more closely constrain calibrations among small placental mammals. The most precise calibrations, and those that are typically the most informative in molecular dating analyses, tend to have been among large-bodied clades (e.g., Whippomorpha, Perissodactyla), within which parallel slowdowns in molecular rates could bias molecular dating estimates among placental mammals more broadly (Springer et al., 2003; Waddell, 2008; Welch et al., 2008; Steiper and Seiffert, 2012). The recently published oldest record for South American rodents (Antoine et al., 2011) permits the new Caviomorpha-Phiomorpha calibration, while phylogenetic and fossil record improvements over the past decade (see Teeling et al., 2005; Eiting and Gunnell, 2009) allow re-evaluation of crown Chiroptera calibration.

The development of calibration strategies has carefully considered uncertainties associated with the fossil record and its interpretation for placing both minimum and maximum bounds on nodes (e.g., Reisz and Müller, 2004; Benton and Donoghue, 2007). More attention, however, may need to be paid to how fossil calibrations interact with each other and with the evolutionary models that underpin molecular dating (Ho and Phillips; 2009; Pyron, 2010; Warnock et al., 2012). These interactions have become more important due to recent developments in molecular dating and have implications for balancing the imperative to closely calibrate divergences with the need to avoid erroneous calibrations.

One important molecular dating development is that universal clocks have given way to ‘relaxed clock’ methods that model variation in molecular evolutionary rates across the phylogeny (see Welch and Bromham, 2005). Sets of calibration bounds now simultaneously calibrate molecular divergence and substantially inform the model for how rates of molecular evolution vary across the phylogeny. This rate variation is typically assumed to follow a specific distribution (e.g., lognormal) among branches or to be correlated among parent-daughter branches. It is likely that most molecular datasets violate these assumptions (Ho et al., 2005), and the role of fossil calibrations in correcting for these violations is generally underappreciated. In one example, Meredith et al. (2011) show that without the influence of certain calibrations, rate variation model misspecification among their mammal dataset led to some groups being inferred to be up to 50% too old and others >50% too young.

A further consideration is that multiple calibrations do not act as a consensus that would swamp any erroneous calibration information. Instead, calibration can often be more like an auction, which can be dominated by one or a few highest (and lowest) bidders, as Hallström and Janke (2010) found for their whale-cow calibration. For this reason even one set of bounds that does not include
the true divergence can substantially bias date estimates at other nodes, if those nodes or their neighbours are not themselves closely bound. This provides an argument for cautious calibration. Conversely, close calibration of minimum and maximum bounds lends precision to dating estimates and is important both for containing the influence of any calibrations that are erroneous and for correcting molecular evolutionary rate models.

With a view to balancing the competing demands on calibration, there is a broad consensus that soft bounds provide a suitable solution for maximum bounds (Parham et al., 2012; Warnock et al., 2012). However, there is less agreement on the treatment of minimum bounds (Yang and Ran- nala, 2006; Benton et al., 2009; Lee and Skinner, 2011). Bayes theory, which underpins many recent molecular dating methods would tend to favour soft minima unless there is near-certainty that a mini- mum bound postdates the crown origin. The need for caution is underlined by even some strongly supported morphological clades being shown to be paraphyletic in molecular studies, such as for Microchiroptera and Rattites (see Teeling et al., 2000, 2005; Harshman et al., 2008; Phillips et al., 2010). Where defensible, however, I advocate the use of hard minimum bounds, which can more effectively contain large errors associated with other calibrations or with misspecified models of molecular rate variation (Inoue et al., 2010).

For each of the four calibrations outlined below I also consider whether uniform (flat) or non-uniform (peaked) priors available in molecular dating programs such as BEAST (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007) provide the most appropriate reflection of fossil record expectations. A molecular dating analysis is included to examine how the suggested calibration priors are further informed by other mammal fossil calibrations and molecular data.

METHODS

Parsimony Bootstrap Analyses

The arguments for or against employing particular fossil taxa to define calibration bounds for each of the clades considered here depend at least in part on previously published maximum parsimony analyses of morphological data matrices. I re-ran these as parsimony analyses with non-parametric bootstrapping for the kangaroo and rodent morphological data matrices of Kear and Pledge (2007) and Antoine et al. (2011) respectively, in order to ascertain whether their proposed phyloge-
rates model, with every 20th of 100,000 generations sampled after discarding a burning of 20,000 generations.

Meredith et al. (2011) employed several calibrations based on reference fossil taxa that have not been subject to any formal phylogenetic analysis, matrix-based or otherwise (e.g., the tree shrew *Eodendrocragale* and an undescribed putative Mormoopid bat). In other cases the placement of the reference taxon has been contradicted by matrix-based analyses, such as for the putative anomaluroid, *Pondaungimys* (see Marivaux et al., 2011) and the putative procyonid, *Pseudobassariris* (see Finarelli, 2008). Instead, I included the four new calibrations alongside the primary calibration set from Phillips et al. (2009) when the same clade is included (Amniota, Sauropsida, Theria, Marsupialia, Australasian marsupials, Petauroidea, Xenartha, Primates, Carnivora, Erinaceidae-Soricidae, Paenungulata, Perissodactyla, Suina-Ruminantia, and Whippomorpha). In addition I include Benton et al.’s (2009) rodent calibration bounds (55.6-65.8 Ma) and Meredith et al.’s (2011) root calibration bounds based analyses, such as for the putative anomaluroid, *Pondaungimys* (see Marivaux et al., 2011) and the putative procyonid, *Pseudobassariris* (see Finarelli, 2008). Instead, I included the four new calibrations alongside the primary calibration set from Phillips et al. (2009) when the same clade is included (Amniota, Sauropsida, Theria, Marsupialia, Australasian marsupials, Petauroidea, Xenartha, Primates, Carnivora, Erinaceidae-Soricidae, Paenungulata, Perissodactyla, Suina-Ruminantia, and Whippomorpha). In addition I include Benton et al.’s (2009) rodent calibration bounds (55.6-65.8 Ma) and Meredith et al.’s (2011) root height of 416-425.4 Ma for crown Osteichthyes, which Phillips et al. (2009) did not cover. In total, 20 sets of calibration bounds are employed.

The new calibration priors were bound as follows, Macropodoidea (15.97-54.65 Ma), Monotremata (15.97-113.0 Ma), Caviomorpha-Phiomorpha (40.94-56.0 Ma), and Chiroptera (45.0-58.9 Ma). All calibrations were employed as flat priors with hardbound minima and softbound (2.5% prior probability) maxima. Given the concerns for parallel rate slowdowns in large bodied, long-lived clades and in turn, potentially inflated date estimates for neighbouring and deeper clades, I ran the MCMCCTREE analyses with and without calibrating Perissodactyla, Suina-Ruminantia, Whippomorpha, and Paenungulata. Median adult body mass among representatives of these taxa within the DNA dataset are 250 kg, 213 kg, 1,706 kg, and 341 kg, respectively (De Magalhães and Costa, 2009; Jones et al., 2009). The highest median adult body mass among the other calibrated clades is 8 kg for Carnivora.

**CROWN MACROPODOIDEA**

**Node Calibrated.** Macropodoidea, the divergence between Macropodidae (kangaroos and wallabies) and Potoroidae (potoroos and bettongs). See Figure 1.1.

**Fossil Taxon.** *Ganguroo bilamina* (Cooke, 1997).

**Specimens.** QMF19915 (Queensland Museum), holotype of *Ganguroo bilamina* is a near-complete left dentary, with most of the tooth row preserved. Other partial dentaries and cheek teeth are described by Cooke (1997). Additional support for the affinities of *G. bilamina* is provided by QMF30845, a partial, articulated post-cranium (Kear et al., 2001) with an undescribed skull. QMF30845 follows the dental diagnosis for the holotype and conspecificity is further justified by both being recovered in the same phylogenetic position, albeit from postcranial (Kear et al., 2001) and mandibulo-dental characters (Cooke, 1997), respectively.

**Phylogenetic Justification.** The well-sampled, matrix-based cladistic analysis of Prideaux and Warburton (2010) provides 97% bootstrap support for grouping *Ganguroo* with or within Macropodidae to the exclusion of Potoroidae. Several mandibulo-dental and postcranial characters provided unambiguous synapomorphies for this relationship, including bilophodont molars and a straight acromion process on the scapula. All other cladistic analyses concur with this relationship for *Ganguroo*, although its precise position among basal macropodids is uncertain (see Kear and Pledge, 2007). The living macropodoid clades, Macropodidae and Potoroidae, are sister taxa in all recent molecular studies (e.g., Phillips and Pratt, 2008; Meredith et al., 2008a) and each of the morphological cladistic analyses that include *G. bilamina* (see above) is consistent with this relationship.

**Hard Minimum Age.** 15.97 Ma.

**Soft Maximum Age.** 54.65 Ma.

**Age Justification.** *Ganguroo bilamina* occurs in Faunal Zones B and C of the Riversleigh local faunas (northwestern Queensland). The older of these is Faunal Zone B, from which *G. bilamina* is known from sites such as Wayne’s Wok (including the holotype), Camel Sputum and Mike’s Menagerie. Early Miocene dates have consistently been attributed to Faunal Zone B sites by biocorrelation (Black, 1997; Travouillon et al., 2006). More recently, Black et al. (2012) indicated that U/Pb radiometric dating of speleothems now confirms this timing. However, until the new dates are published I consider the top of the Early Miocene to provide a hard minimum for Riversleigh Faunal Zone B and hence, for the crown Macropodoidea divergence.

Several putative crown macropodoids occur in Late Oligocene (~25 Ma, Woodburne et al., 1993; Megirian et al., 2010) Etadunna and Riversleigh Faunal Zone A sites and as such, an older maximum bound is required for this clade. Unfortunately, the preceding hiatus in the Australasian
FIGURE 1. The phylogenetic placement of reference fossils (full red arrows) relative to modern groups for 1, Macropodoidea; 2, Monotremata; 3 Caviomorpha-Phiomorpha; and 4, Chiroptera. These clades are shaded grey and black circles identify the calibrated nodes. Relationships among modern taxa are taken from the DNA analysis of Meredith et al. (2011), although each is supported by a broad consensus of molecular phylogenetic studies. Dotted red arrows (1, 3, 4) indicate possible alternative placements for the reference fossil that if they can be confirmed, would offer (tighter) calibration of a slightly younger node.
Terrestrial mammal fossil record stretches back to the earliest Eocene (54.6 ± 0.05 Ma) Tingamarra site near Murgon, Queensland (Godthelp et al., 1992). This gap provides for a very conservative maximum bound, because the Tingamarra Fauna represents an early stage in the evolution of Australian marsupials (Beck et al., 2008), well before the evolution of the highly derived kangaroos and potoroos.

**Discussion.** Calibration of Macropodoidea has been heavily influenced by Woodburne et al.'s (1993) identification of both potoroids (e.g., *Purtia*) and macropodids (e.g., *Nambaroo*) in the Late Oligocene Etadunna formation. Accordingly, numerous studies have since used ~23-25 Ma to calibrate the node as a point estimate or minimum bound (e.g., Kirsch et al., 1997; Westerman et al., 2002). However, Meredith et al. (2008b) acknowledged that several morphological appraisals (Flannery, 1989; Cooke, 2006) provide substantial uncertainty for the placement of these fossils, and instead used a more conservative minimum bound of 12 Ma. This younger date is based on clearer macropodid material (see Prideaux, 2004). The oldest generally accepted potoroid, *Bettongia moyesi* (Flannery and Archer, 1987) further supports a divergence of at least this age, although its Middle Miocene age is controversial (Travouillon et al., 2006). *Ganguroo bilamina* allows a less conservative and therefore more informative minimum bound (15.97 Ma) for the potoroid-macropodid divergence. As noted by Phillips et al. (2013), *Ganguroo* is also a candidate for calibrating the next shallowest clade, Macropodidae, although its placement within this clade to the exclusion of lagostrophines is thus far only weakly supported (Prideaux and Tedford, 2012).

Meredith et al. (2011) recently cited the Late Oligocene *Bulungamaya* in a return to using a 25 Ma minimum bound for crown Macropodoidea. This taxon, however, is not well suited for use as a hard minimum, because unambiguous synapomorphies linking *Bulungamaya* to Macropodidae derive only from dental characters, which as Flannery (1989) and Prideaux (2004) argued, may be unreliable among early kangaroos. Moreover, its placement with Macropodidae was supported in only 29% of replicates in my parsimony bootstrap analysis of Kear and Pledge’s (2007) data matrix. Even if *Bulungamaya* is unsuitable for defining a hard minimum, the balance of evidence appears to favour Late Oligocene crown macropodid origins. Other similar aged taxa, *Purtia* and *Ngamaroo* are morphologically very close to the stem-crown transition (Prideaux and Warburton, 2010) and the mitochondrial molecular timetree calibrated independently of Macropodidae (Nilsson et al., 2004) places this node at about 20 Ma. As an alternative to the uniform (flat) prior between minimum and maximum bounds, molecular dating programs such as BEAST (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007) can allow for higher prior probability of divergence centred between the bounds. A lognormal prior could provide a hard minimum at 15.97 Ma for Macropodoidea, with a median at 25 Ma and a soft maximum at 54.65 Ma.

The molecular dating estimates for Macropodoidea here (Table 1) bump up against the minimum hard bound, suggesting that the rate model for the nuclear data is misspecified. Removal of the macropodid calibration shows this more clearly, with the mean estimate for Macropodoidea falling to 10.9 Ma, younger even than expected divergences within the shallower Macropodidae and Potoroidae (Prideaux, 2004). This result shows the potential importance of calibrating Macropodoidea.

---

**TABLE 1.** Fossil calibration prior bounds and MCMCTREE Bayesian inference posterior mean age estimates (Ma) and 95% highest posterior densities for the four suggested calibration crown groups (in bold) and selected neighbouring divergences. Among the 16 additional calibrations, four large-bodied clade calibrations are excluded in (A) and included in (B).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crown clade</th>
<th>Calibration prior bounds</th>
<th>(A) excludes large-bodied clade calibrations</th>
<th>(B) includes large-bodied clade calibrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean estimate (95% HPD)</td>
<td>Mean estimate (95% HPD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macropodoidea</td>
<td>15.97-54.65</td>
<td>16.2 (16.0-16.8)</td>
<td>16.3 (16.0-16.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monotremata</td>
<td>15.97-113.0</td>
<td>24.2 (19.8-30.2)</td>
<td>26.9 (20.0-33.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caviomorpha-Phiomorpha</td>
<td>40.94-56.0</td>
<td>48.7 (45.9-51.2)</td>
<td>51.1 (48.6-53.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caviomorpha</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>42.3 (39.9-44.5)</td>
<td>44.2 (41.8-46.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiroptera</td>
<td>45.0-58.9</td>
<td>55.0 (52.6-57.8)</td>
<td>58.6 (57.0-60.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yinpterochiroptera</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>51.6 (48.9-54.3)</td>
<td>54.7 (52.6-56.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CROWN MONOTREMATA

Node Calibrated. Monotremata, the divergence between Tachyglossidae (echidnas) and Ornithorhynchidae (platypus). See Figure 1.2.


Specimens. QMF20568 (Queensland Museum), holotype of Obdurodon dicksoni is a near-complete skull with left and right upper pre-molars and is sufficient for phylogenetic placement. A partial, edentulous dentary (QMF18977) and several cheek teeth (QM F18978, QMF30249, QMF30716 and QMF30717) are slightly older, providing the calibration minimum bound. The slightly older cheek teeth closely match the holotype skull for size and “insertion” and are near-identical to other dental material from the same site as the skull, thus justifying conspecificity (Archer et al., 1993; Musser and Archer, 1998).

Phylogenetic Justification. All formal and informal cladistic analyses of monotremes favour grouping Obdurodon with the modern Ornithorhynchus to the exclusion of tachyglossids (e.g., Musser, 1999; Luo et al., 2007; Rowe et al., 2008). Moreover, Phillips et al. (2009) found high statistical support for an Obdurodon-Ornithorhynchus sister-grouping, for which unambiguous synapomorphies include rostral elements (nasal, maxilla, septomaxilla) forming a board ‘bill’, a robust posterolateral maxillary process and several endocranial characters (see Macrini et al., 2006). The sister relationship between living ornithorhynchids and tachyglossids is uncontroversial in molecular and morphological studies (e.g., van Rheede et al., 2006; Luo et al., 2007; Phillips et al., 2009).

Hard Minimum Age. 15.97 Ma.

Soft Maximum Age. 113.0 Ma.

Age Justification. Obdurodon dicksoni occurs in Faunal Zones B and C of the Riversleigh local faunas (northwestern Queensland). The holotype is known from the early Middle Miocene Faunal Zone C (Ringtail Site). However, slightly older Ob. dicksoni molars and a partial dentary are known from Faunal Zone B sites (Neville’s Garden and Dirk’s Towers). Early Miocene dates have consistently been attributed to Faunal Zone B sites by biocorrelation (e.g., Black, 1997; Travouillon et al., 2006). More recently Black et al. (2012) noted that U/Pb radiometric dating of speleothems now confirms this timing. However, until the new dates are published I consider the top of the Early Miocene to provide a minimum for Riversleigh Faunal Zone B and hence, for the crown Monotremata divergence. Potential crown monotremes are traceable at least back to the Paleocene (~61 Ma) Monotrema t sudamericanum from Argentina, which is known from several ornithorhynch-like molars (Pascual et al., 1992) and distal femora (Forasiepi and Martinelli, 2003). Earlier (Maastrichtian) well-sampled South American faunas lack any monotremes. However, sparse Australasian fossil records provide no solid evidence for mammal faunas lacking crown monotremes until the Albian Lightning Ridge (Flannery et al., 1995) and Dinosaur Cove (Rich and Vickers-Rich, 2003) faunas. I use the base of the Albian as a soft maximum for Monotremata.

Discussion. In light of sparse fossil records and ‘platypus’ morphology being ancestral among crown monotremes (see Gregory, 1947; Musser, 2003; Phillips et al., 2009), molecular timetrees calibrated independently of Monotremata have been particularly important for estimating monotreme crown divergence. Modern relaxed-clock molecular dating estimates concur on a Tertiary divergence between the platypus and echidnas, with most estimates falling between 21-48 Ma (e.g., Janke et al., 2002; Hugall et al., 2007; Warren et al., 2008). One exception (Rowe et al., 2008) provided mean estimates of 79.5 Ma and 88.9 Ma, although their exclusion of non-mammals prevented accurate estimation of evolutionary rates on either side of the root between monotremes and therians. Rectifying this issue again resulted in mid-Tertiary estimates (Phillips et al., 2009). Hence, molecular dates for the crown monotreme divergence (including the estimates in Table 1) fall within the younger end of the 15.97-113.0 Ma bounds.

Although the Early Miocene minimum bound for crown monotremes origins is based primarily on the platypus, Obdurodon dicksoni, further support comes from the earliest tachyglossid fossil, the already somewhat derived Gulgong echidna, Megalibgwilia robusta (Dun, 1895). The age of the Gulgong deposit is 13-14 Ma, based on estimates from overlying basalt (Woodburne et al., 1985), although this has been contentious, because the fossil preservation is similar to much younger nearby Pleistocene sites (Augee et al., 2006).

It does not necessarily follow that the platypus affinity of Obdurodon dicksoni secures crown monotreme placement for the dentally similar Late Oligocene (~25 Ma) Obdurodon insignis or Paleocene Monotrematum. None of the unambiguous synapomorphic characters linking Obdurodon dicksoni with Or. anatinus from Rowe et al. (2008) are preserved in either of these older ‘platypuses’.
Determining where Monotrematum and Ob. insignis fall relative to the divergence of the platypus from the edentulous echidnas will require further non-dental material.

The suggested basal Albian soft maximum bound for Monotremata is challenged by the recent proposals of Rowe et al. (2008) that the Albian Kry-cyctes cadburyi (an isolated, incomplete humerus) could be a stem tachyglossid and the Aptian Teinolophos trusleri (several partial dentaries) is a stem ornithorhynchid. The former suggestion is based on gross morphology and ignores features such as a shallow ulna trochlea and an olecranon fossa, which place the specimen well outside platypus- and echidnas, for which distal humeri are substantially more specialized (Pridmore et al., 2005). Furthermore, Rowe et al.’s (2008) placement of T. trusleri depends on numerous redundant characters all based on an enlarged mandibular canal. Without this redundancy, cladistic analyses place T. trusleri outside of crown monotremes with high statistical support (Luo et al., 2007; Phillips et al., 2009).

The mid-Tertiary molecular dates for the monotreme crown divergence indicate that the 113.0 Ma maximum softbound is conservative, although necessarily so, reflecting the sparse and fragmentary nature of the monotreme fossil record. In the absence of any narrow temporal range within which stem-crown transitional monotremes appear it may be advisable to employ the monotreme bounds as a uniform prior.

CROWN CAVIOMORPHA-PHIOMORPHA

Node Calibrated. The divergence between Caviomorpha (e.g., guinea pigs) and Phiomorpha (e.g., cane rats). See Figure 1.3.

Fossil Taxon. Cachiyacuy contamanensis (Antoine et al., 2011).

Specimens. MUSM1871 (Museum of Natural History in Lima, Peru), holotype of Cachiyacuy contamanensis is a right M2 (2nd upper molar). Several additional isolated upper and lower cheek teeth also contribute to defining the phylogenetic placement of the taxon, particularly MUSM1870, MUSM1872, MUSM1873, MUSM1874, and MUSM1880. Antoine et al. (2011) argue that these teeth (collected from the same site) are conspecific on the basis of size and distinctive molar cusp and style patterns. Moreover, all of the rodent dental material published from the site supports the calibration in both phylogenetic and temporal aspects.

Phylogenetic Justification. Antoine et al. (2011) described five new caviomorph rodents from the Yahuarango Formation in Peru, Cachiyacuy contamanensis, Cachiyacuy kummeli, Canaanimys maquienensis, Eobranisamys sp., and Eoespina sp. All five species grouped with Caviomorpha in Antoine et al.’s (2011) cladistic analysis of dental characters. Extraordinary dental diversity among rodents as a whole precluded any unambiguous synapomorphies characterising Caviomorpha (including the new species), although the presence of a mesostyle on P4 and the absence of paracone-metacone compression on P4 are unambiguous caviomorph synapomorphies, among hystricognaths.

Overall phylogenetic signal strongly supports grouping the five new taxa with Caviomorpha; my parsimony analysis of Antoine et al.’s (2011) full data matrix provided 97% bootstrap support for this grouping. I chose Cachiyacuy contamanensis as the focal species for the calibration because it has the most completely sampled dentition. Consistent with Antoine et al. (2011), caviomorphs and phiomorphs form a clade in most recent morphological assessments (e.g., Marivaux et al., 2004; Asher et al., 2005) and importantly, their living representatives are sister taxa in all recent molecular studies (e.g., Poux et al., 2006; Meredith et al., 2011).

Hard Minimum Age. 40.94 Ma.

Soft Maximum Age. 56.0 Ma.

Age Justification. Cachiyacuy contamanensis occurs in the CTA-27 locality towards the top of the Yahuarango Formation. Antoine et al. (2011) used 40Ar/39Ar step heating to date biotite grains overlaying the fossil-bearing sediments to 43.44 ± 2.5 Ma, suggesting a minimum age of 40.94 Ma for CTA-27. No taxa presently considered as putative Caviomorpha-Phiomorpha crown members are known from earlier Lutetian (Middle Eocene) mammal faunas. However, the Lutetian is particularly poorly sampled for small mammal fossils in Africa, a potential geographic origin for this clade (Gheerbrant and Rage, 2006; Marivaux et al., 2011). Hence, the absence of any hystricognaths from the better sampled Early Eocene faunas (Marivaux et al., 2011; Coster et al., 2012) provides a more appropriate soft maximum of basal Ypresian age (56.0 Ma).

Discussion. The Caviomorpha-Phiomorpha clade has not previously been calibrated as far as I am aware. This may be due in part to uncertainty surrounding the affinities of early ‘phiomorphs’ and because the previously oldest caviomorphs were putatively early Oligocene in age and already somewhat derived (Vucetich et al., 2010). The Yahuarango caviomorphs provide a more informa-
tive calibration, being late Middle Eocene in age and according to Antoine et al. (2011), represent a morphologically early stage subsequent to the divergence from African and Asian hystricognaths. The expectation of a Middle Eocene Caviomorpha-Phiomorpha divergence is also consistent with the oldest phiomorphs being at least latest Eocene (33.8 Ma) in age (Gagnon, 1987; Coster et al., 2012), and with the stem/crown transitional nature of other Eocene African ‘phiomorphs’ and Eurasian baluchimyines. Independently calibrated mean molecular dating estimates for the Phiomorpha-Caviomorpha divergence also fall in the Middle to Late Eocene (e.g., Poux et al., 2006; Huchon et al., 2007; Honeycutt 2009).

Calibration hardbounds require the researcher to decide that some level of uncertainty is sufficiently low to disregard. There are two minor sources of uncertainty for the age of the CTA-27 locality that might lead some researchers to employ the 40.94 Ma $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ lower bound as a soft minimum. The first is that the next oldest South American rodent fauna is ~9 Ma younger, with rodents being absent from several faunas of intermediate age, albeit at higher latitudes (Goin et al., 1998, 2010; Bond and Deschamps, 2010). The second is that Barrancan-Mustersan (35.8-41.6 Ma) South American Land Mammal Age biochronological bounds inferred by Antoine et al. (2011) for the CTA-27 locality barely overlap with the lower bound of the $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ estimate. Both concerns very likely arise from limited sampling and regionalization of the primarily dental-based South American Middle Eocene to Early Oligocene mammal record (Kay et al., 1999; Bond and Deschamps, 2010). Moreover, the newly described ~32 Ma Andean assemblage of crown caviomorphs (Bertrand et al., 2012) that are substantially more derived than the Yahuarango fossils further suggests a long South American history for these rodents.

MCMCTREE molecular dating in the present study (Table 1) is consistent with the hard minimum bound; even the lower bound of the posterior distribution for the age of Caviomorpha-Phiomorpha is several million years older than the radiometric minimum age. However, the absence of even putative caviomorphs or phiomorphs older than the CTA-27 locality makes it difficult to justify a peaked prior between the 40.94-56.0 Ma bounds, such that a uniform distribution is most appropriate.

Antoine et al. (2011) found that Cachiyacuy was sister to Caviioidea/Erethizontidae and hence, is also a candidate for calibrating the slightly younger Caviomorpha crown node. However, this grouping received only 20% parsimony bootstrap support in my analysis of Antoine et al.’s (2011) dataset. Even then crown caviomorph placement for Cachiyacuy relies on Oligocene “octodontoids” also being crown caviomorphs, which needs further testing in light of their paraphyly in Antoine et al. (2011) and deeper than expected placement in the analysis of Vucetich and Kramarz (2003).

CROWN CHIROPTERA

Node Calibrated. Chiroptera, the divergence between Yangochiroptera (e.g., pipistrelles, sheathtail bats) and Yinpterochiroptera (e.g., flying foxes, horseshoe bats). See Figure 1.4.

Fossil Taxon. Tanzanycteris mannardi (Gunnell et al., 2003).

Specimen. TNM MP-207 (Tanzanian National Museum), holotype and only specimen of Tanzanycteris mannardi is a partial skeleton including skull, mandibles, vertebral column anterior to the sacrum, shoulder girdle, partial humeri, and left radius. Teeth are unknown.

Phylogenetic Justification. Gunnell et al. (2003) identified a suite of characters that place T. mannardi within Yinpterochiroptera, specifically with Rhinolophoidea. These include extremely enlarged cochlea, broadened first rib, and a dorsally flared iliac blade (this later character is also shared with some probable stem chiropterans). In my combined parsimony analysis of morphological data from Gunnell and Simmons (2005) and DNA sequences from Meredith et al. (2011), T. mannardi groups with rhinolophoids with 58% bootstrap support, while its placement within crown Chiroptera receives 83% bootstrap support. In this analysis the enlarged cochlea and broadened 1st rib are unambiguous apomorphies for Rhinolophoidea, including T. mannardi. These characters are highly conserved among bats. The enlarged cochlea is otherwise only known from one species of mormoopid (although, without the enlarged cochlea fenestra) and a similar rib morphology is known from one other genus, Nycteris.

Hard Minimum Age. 45.0 Ma.

Soft Maximum Age. 58.9 Ma.

Age Justification. Tanzanycteris mannardi was recovered from the lacustrine Mahenge locality in north-central Tanzania. Zircon at the base of the Mahenge sequence (~1.2 m below the fossil) was $^{206}\text{Pb}/^{238}\text{U}$ dated by Harrison et al. (2001) to 45.83 ± 0.17 Ma. The authors also considered sedimentation rates, for which minimum estimates and error on the $^{206}\text{Pb}/^{238}\text{U}$ dates allow a minimum
bound of 45.0 Ma for *T. mannardi* and the crown chiropteran divergence. This mid-Eocene age is also consistent with the Mahenge fossil fish fauna (e.g., Murray, 2000).

Several possible crown bats with putative yan- gochiropteran affinities occur in Early Eocene localities (Eiting and Gunnell, 2009). Bats are remarkable among mammals in that accepted crown fossil records are closely bracketed by older stem fossils from all continents except Antarctica (Ravel et al., 2011). Although no stem bats are known from prior to the Eocene, some of these records that may be used to bracket the calibration are very close to the Thanetian-Ypresian boundary and so I use the base of the Thanetian (no older than 58.9 Ma) as a soft maximum for the age of crown Chiroptera.

**Discussion.** Modern bats have traditionally been divided morphologically into the mainly frugivorous or nectivorous Megachiroptera (Pteropodidae, flying foxes, etc.) and the primarily insectivorous Microchiroptera (all other families). Many of the oldest fossil bats share features associated with echolocation and general body form with microchiropterans to the exclusion of megachiropterans and other mammals. This in turn has resulted in some of the earliest bats (e.g., *Icaronycteris, Australonycteris*) being linked phylogenetically to microchiropterans (Simmons and Geisler, 1998) and used to calibrate the chiropteran crown divergence (e.g., dos Reis et al., 2012). Analyses of multiple nuclear genes (Teeling et al., 2000, 2005) and mitochondrial genomes (Lin et al., 2002) now provide overwhelming evidence for microchiropteran paraphyly, with rhinolophoids grouping with pteropodids. The use of molecular phylogenetic scaffolds has resulted in all Early Eocene bats that have been included in matrix-based cladistic analyses falling as stem chiropterans (Teeling et al., 2005; Simmons et al., 2008), with their "microchiropteran" traits found to be plesiomorphic for bats.

The finding that incorrect placement of pteropodids distorts character covariation on the tree for inferring the placement of fossil bats (Teeling et al., 2005) is also relevant here. Hermen and Hendricks' (2008) molecular scaffold analysis of Gunnell and Simmons' (2005) morphological matrix clearly favoured rhinolophoid affinities for *Tanzanycteris*. In contrast, their combined data analysis found this rhinolophoid placement to be equally parsimonious with exclusion of *Tanzanycteris* from crown Microchiroptera, but with this fossil taxon still falling within crown Chiroptera. By replacing the Teeling et al. (2005) molecular matrix with the nearly 3-fold longer Meredith et al. (2011) DNA matrix, pteropodids fall back into their expected placement and most parsimonious trees again favour rhinolophoid affinities for *Tanzanycteris*. Hence, *Tanzanycteris* might yet prove to be appropriate for calibrating the younger Yinpterochiroptera node. However, only 58% bootstrap support in the present combined analysis is reason for caution. Additionally, it would have to be shown that exclusion of pteropodids from the *Tanzanycteris/Rhinolophoidea* grouping is not also an artefact of the morphological homoplasy that attracts pteropodids towards the chiropteran root.

Given the historical difficulties for inferring relationships among bats from morphological data, some authors may reasonably consider that a soft, rather than hard minimum bound of 45 Ma is warranted, based on the non-dental *Tanzanycteris* alone. Support for the minimum bound firms how- ever, when considered in the wider fossil record context. A Tunisian rhinolophoid (dental) taxon described by Sigé (1991) adds slightly older dental evidence for Rhinolophoidea on the same continent. Chiroptera is also very likely constrained to be at least 47 Ma by *Tachypteron*, which is generally regarded as an emballonurid (Storch et al., 2002), placed on the opposite side of the chiropteran root to *Tanzanycteris*.

More material is needed for the Tunisian rhinolophoid, and *Tachypteron* is yet to be tested with formal matrix-based phylogenetic analyses, but both push the balance of evidence substantially in favour of Chiroptera being at least as old as the hard minimum bound suggested here. Complete mitochondrial genome molecular dating for the chiropteran crown divergence (~54 Ma, Phillips et al., 2009), independent of chiropteran calibrations further supports the hard minimum suggested here being conservative.

Bats have relatively low fossil record completeness at the genus level (Eiting and Gunnell, 2009). This may be due in part to often sparse diagnostic characters available at this taxonomic level from mandible fragments and isolated teeth, as well as the restriction of many genera to regions with low preservation potential or that are poorly sampled. At the ordinal level, however, the global bat fossil record is exceptional among mammals in its potential for providing a tight maximum bound. As flying mammals that filled new ecological space, bats first appear early in the Ypresian almost simultaneously in North America, Asia, Europe, Australia, Africa, and South America. In all
cases (except for fragmentary dental material of uncertain affinities) these first appearances have been assigned stem, rather than crown placements (Simmons et al., 2008, Tabuce et al., 2009; Ravel et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2007). Hence, it is likely that crown Chiroptera originated in the Ypresian, although I use the base of the Thanetian as a more conservative soft maximum.

More primitive stem bats are likely to have been geographically restricted without strong flight and difficult to distinguish from archaic insectivores (Gunnell and Simmons, 2005), but this is not directly relevant to the question of crown Chiroptera calibration. Substantially earlier absence of crown bats is also unlikely to be explained by sampling artefacts. From their first appearance, bats occur in every subsequent sub-epoch in the fossil records of North America, Eurasia, and in at least one of the Gondwanan continents (Gunnell and Simmons, 2005).

Most molecular dates for the origin of crown bats fall inside or very close to the bounds suggested here (e.g., Nikaido et al., 2001; Jones et al., 2005; dos Reis et al., 2012). The best estimate from the present study (Table 1, excluding large-bodied clade calibrations) is 55 Ma, coincident with the initial radiation of bats in the fossil record. Several studies have dated crown Chiroptera more than 5 Ma older than the 58.9 Ma maximum suggested here. These studies typically employ multiple calibrations among large-bodied groups with far slower rates of molecular evolution and use possible stem bats (e.g., Ageina, Honrovits) as crown calibrations (e.g., Bininda-Emonds et al., 2007; Meredith et al., 2011) or place a mean prior on the age of Chiroptera that is far older than any recognised bats (e.g., 65 Ma in Teeling et al., 2005).

Even without the questionable bat calibrations, re-including the large-bodied clade calibrations in the present study and removing the maximum bound for Chiroptera increases the crown age of bats to 60.2 Ma, with only 13% of the posterior distribution younger than the maximum bound. Employing the soft maximum bound buffers the influence of the large-bodied clade calibrations and pulls the mean estimate and 65% of the posterior distribution within the chiropteran calibration bounds (Table 1). This underlines the potential importance of the chiropteran maximum bound for informing models of substitution rate variation in mammalian molecular dating studies.

**CONCLUSION**

In this study I have suggested minimum and maximum bounds based on fossil evidence, for the crown age of four mammal clades, Monotremata (platypus and echidnas), Macropodoidea (kangaroos and potoroos), Caviomorpha-Phiomorpha (South American and African hystricognath rodents), and Chiroptera (bats). Bayesian inference molecular dating performed on a 26 nuclear gene DNA data matrix showed close agreement among these and previously available well-corroborated calibrations, with exceptions that illustrate the importance of fossil calibrations for informing models of molecular rate variation across the phylogeny. Of particular note is the underappreciated role of maximum bounds in buffering against undercorrection for substitution rate deceleration in large-bodied, long-lived mammals.
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